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Scant biographic information is known for Designer Clarence 
P. Hornung (1899–1997), but one can surmise that he  
never read the German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche.  
In his 1881 self-help book THE WILL TO POWER Nietzsche wrote “As 
soon as we are shown the existence of something old in a new thing, 
we are pacified.”

Fifty-six years later—March 1937— Hornung relayed his shocked recog-
nition of the existence of the old in the new when he reviewed Samuel 
Welo’s TRADEMARK AND MONOGRAPH SUGGESTIONS: 

If what the publisher states in his blurb on the jacket of this book is true; 
namely, that “commercial artists and all concerned with the graphic arts 
will welcome a rich and stimulating source book,” then all creative artists 
may as well lay aside their tools and forever cease functioning, for the 
price of genius will go unpaid for all time. If we who labor valiantly to 
produce original works have no protection from such gross plagiarism, 
and respectable publishers fail to properly investigate the source of their 
authors’ material, then the shades between right and wrong have become 
too delicate for easy recognition.

Here is a book of some 140 pages containing approximately 700 devices, 
both good and bad. I doubt whether the compiler has himself designed 
more than a dozen of these. Rather, he has sought an easy path by eclectic 
processes, leaning heavily upon German sources, mainly the magazine 
Gebrauchsgraphik. The writer of this review has counted seven trade-marks 
and devices of his own, taken from his book “Trade-marks.” These have 
been miserably copied in the transcription. He is also able to identify many 
others from Joseph Sinel’s treatise on the same subject. Common courtesy 
would dictate some suitable credit to the owners and creators of these trade-
marks, but one looks in vain for a sign of either decency or scholarship. A 
more scurrilous work has not reached this reviewer’s attention.

Nietzsche’s skepticism of the Publics’ appetite for anything too new was 
further echoed by Massimo Vignelli’s call for a reevaluation of Graphic 
Design criticism in 1983: “Pretty pictures can no longer lead the way in 
which our visual environment should be shaped. It is time to debate, to probe 
the values, to examine the theories that are part of our heritage and to 
verify their validity to express our times.” 

In the spirit of reevaluation we are proud to pair Hornung’s TRADE-MARKS 
DESIGNED BY CLARENCE P. HORNUNG with the afore-mentioned 
Samuel Welo edition  as items 70 and 71 in this Graphic Design catalog. 
We will leave the debates, probes, and examinations for others.

Review: Clarence Hornung in PM, March 1937.

Artwork: Page detail from PLUS 1 designed by Herbert Matter, December 1938 [item 51].
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Frederick C. Kendall [Editor]
 1 ADVERTISING ARTS $350

New York: Advertising and Selling Publishing Co., July 1933. 

Slim quarto. Thick perfect bound photo illustrated wrappers 
printed in the Aquatone Process. 40 pp. One Alexey Brodovitch 
fold-out. Tipped in Mickey Mouse mask. Text and elaborately- 
produced advertisements. Multiple paper stocks. Wrappers lightly 
worn with spine rubbed and chipped at heel. Textblock lightly spot-
ted throughout. A nearly very good copy. Rare.

ORIGINAL EDITION. Includes Design and Economic Recovery by Earnest 
Elmo Calkins; Business and the Fair. Illustrated profile from the 1933 
Century of Progress Chicago Exposition, with work by Gustav Jensen, 
Allmon Fordyce, Axel Linus, Gus Wick & Miklos Gaspar [General Motors 
Gallery of States Murals], Walter Dorwin Teague, Ely Jacques Kahn and 
Layman Whitney Associates; Drawing by Alexey Brodovitch for New 
Jersey Zinc Co.: fold-out color poster titled The House of the Future; Glamour 
by Robert L. Leonard; New Packages of Interest: packaging designs from 
Henry Dreyfuss, George Switzer and others; Premium Carnivalia: original 
Mickey Mouse mask tipped in, marked “Mickey Mouse, copyright 1933, 
by Walt Disney.” Litho in USA, naturally. 

“Devoted to the design of advertising, the creation of printing, and the 
styling of merchandise and packages.”  —the Publishers

Advertising Arts promulgated a progressive design approach (and 
style) unique to the United States during the early Thirties, called Stream-
line. Unlike the elegant austerity of the Bauhaus, where economy and 
simplicity were paramount, Streamline was a uniquely American futuristic 
mannerism based on sleek aerodynamic design born of science and tech-
nology. Planes, trains and cars were given the swooped-back appearance 
that both symbolized and physically accelerated speed. Consequently, type 
and image were designed to echo that sensibility, the result being that 
the airbrush became the medium of choice and all futuristic traits, be they 
practical or symbolic, were encouraged. The clarion call was to “Make 
it Modern”—and “it “ was anything that could be designed.
 — Steven Heller
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Arts et Métiers Graphiques

Charles Peignot [Directeur]
 2 ARTS ET MÉTIERS GRAPHIQUES 37 $100 

Paris: Arts et Métiers Graphiques, September 1933. 

Text in French. Slim folio. Perfect bound thick printed wrappers. 
Side stapled textblock. 64 pp. Multiple paper stocks. Tipped in 
and bound inserts throughout. Elaborate graphic design and 
typography. Front cover clean and binding tight with minor 
shelfwear. First page [ad] has some foxing and the first 7 pages 
have slight rippling. A very good or better copy.

ORIGINAL EDITION. 4,000 copies. Includes Kertész et son miroir by 
Bertrand Guegan.

Arts et Métiers Graphiques (AMG) was a prominent French graphic arts 
journal that published sixty-eight issues in total, on a bi-monthly basis from 
September 1927 to May 1939. The magazine reported on diverse themes 
that impacted the graphic arts, including: the history of printing, typogra-
phy, advertising design, photography, and current technical advances.

Charles Peignot [Directeur]
 3 ARTS ET MÉTIERS GRAPHIQUES 48 $100

Paris: Arts et Métiers Graphiques, August 1935.

Text in French. Slim folio. Perfect bound thick printed wrappers. 
Side stapled textblock. 66 pp. Multiple paper stocks. Tipped in 
and bound inserts throughout. Elaborate graphic design and typog-
raphy. Spine chipped to crown and heel. Covers clean with minor 
shelfwear. Contents separating, otherwise, a very good copy.

ORIGINAL EDITION. 4,000 copies. Includes Ulalume by Edgar Allan Poe 
[traduction par Stéphane Mallarmé]; McKnight Kauffer by Roger Fry [mis-
spelled “Mac Knight Kauffer”]; Plates: Pages extraite du livre de Daisy 
Fellowes Les dimanches de la Comtesse de Narbanne, dessins de 
Vertes; Composition de R. Parry pour un livre de Malraux; Depliant de 
McKnight Kauffer; Couverture pour l’album Les ouvrages du Jardin des 
Modes [tipped-in color plate is curled on the left-hand side]; Couverture 
de Savignac pour un depliant des Wagons-lits Cook; Couverture de depliant 
pour les meubles Stylclair by Herbert Bayer.

AMG was published by Charles Peignot and represented state-of-the-art 
publishing in pre-war France. Each issue was printed by a wide variety of 
presses and techniques and collated by Deberny et Peignot and included 
tip-ins, lithographs and many other special finishing effects.
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Herbert Bayer 
 4 EXHIBITION OF ADVERTISING ART, POSTERS,  $500

DESIGNS BY HERBERT BAYER
New York: The Composing Room/PM Gallery, 1939.

Single 7 x 16.75 sheet printed recto only folded twice to form a  
3.5 x 8.375 exhibition brochure. A fine, uncirculated example. Rare.

ORIGINAL EDITION. Announcement for the ”former master of the bauhaus” 
and his “first one-man showing in America” from April 12–30, 1939 at 
the PM Gallery on West 37th Street.

The PM (and later A-D) Gallery was an empty space in The Composing 
Room offices that Dr. Robert Leslie and Hortense Mendel converted into 
the first place in New York City dedicated to exhibiting graphic and 
typographic arts. [see items 10, 38, 56, 62] 

[Herbert Bayer] Robert L. Leslie and Percy Seitlin [Editors]
 5 PM: AN INTIMATE JOURNAL FOR ART DIRECTORS,  $200 

PRODUCTION MANAGERS AND THEIR ASSOCIATES
New York: The Composing Room/P.M. Publishing Co. 
[Volume 6, No. 6: December 1939–January 1940]

Slim 12mo. Stitched and perfect-bound letterpressed thick wrap-
pers. 108 pp. Illustrated articles and advertisements. Original 
2-color letterpress cover design by Herbert Bayer. Wrappers lightly 
worn. A nearly fine copy. 

ORIGINAL EDITION. Features 32 pages with 53 illustrations and four pages 
of wax-paper overlays that illustrate Bayer’s compositional theories. Three 
Bayer articles from the early thirties were published here for the first time 
in English: Contribution Toward Rules of Advertising Design, Fundamen-
tals of Exhibition Design, and Towards A Universal Type are printed in 
their entirety.

Original example of Bauhaus Graphic Design and its influence on American 
modern design. The 1939 publication date marks this as a first-generation 
representation of the Bauhaus immigration to America. [Friedman and 
Hightower, p. 152] 

PM magazine was the leading voice of the U. S. Graphic Arts Industry 
from its inception in 1934 to its end in 1942 (then called A-D ). As a pub-
lication produced by and for professionals, it spotlighted cutting-edge 
production technology and the highest possible quality reproduction tech-
niques (from engraving to plates). PM and A-D also championed the 
Modern movement by showcasing work from the vanguard of the European 
Avant-Garde well before this type of work was known to a wide audience. 
[see items 9, 15, 37, 45–51, 61] 
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Herbert Bayer
 6 ELECTRONICS— $750 

A NEW SCIENCE FOR A NEW WORLD
Schenectady: General Electric Co. Ltd., 1942.

Oblong slim quarto. Saddle-stitched photographically-printed 
wrappers. 32 pp. Elaborate graphic design throughout. Wrappers 
lightly foxed. Thumbnail divot crease to front panel. Faint adhesive [?] 
shadow inside front cover. A very good or better copy. Rare. 

ORIGINAL EDITION. Early American tour-de-force by Bauhaus master and 
recent emigrant Bayer. Awarded the 1943 Art Directors Club Award for 
Distinctive Merit; art directed by Leo Lionni for N. W. Ayer and Sons.

Bayer and Lionni truly outdid themselves with this assignment for General 
Electric—a true synthesis of artistic vision in the service of commerce. Bayer 
produced color artwork for every page, employing his formidable arsenal: 
painting, photography, photomontage, illustration and typography. 

G.E. wanted a brochure to prepare consumers for the near future when 
every American would be able to personally benefit from the harnessing of 
electricity and its inevitable outcome, the birth of the electronics industry.

[Herbert Bayer] Walter Paepcke, Fernand Léger [essay]
 7 MODERN ART IN ADVERTISING: $150 

AN EXHIBITION OF DESIGNS FOR 
CONTAINER CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Bloomfield Hills, MI: Cranbrook Academy of Art, 1945. 

Slim quarto. Printed stapled oatmeal wrappers. 36 pp. 18 black 
and white reproductions. Essays. Cover design and interior typog-
raphy by Herbert Bayer. Trivial wear overall. A nearly fine copy.

ORIGINAL EDITION. Catalog of advertising artwork commissioned by 
Chairman Paepcke for the Container Corporation of America. Includes 
a Preface by Albert Christ-Janer, and essays entitled Art in Industry by 
Walter Paepcke and Relationship between Modern Art and Contempo-
rary Industry by Fernand Léger. 

This catalog is for the installation of this exhibition at the Cranbrook 
Academy of Art from November 10 to December 2, 1945. 

Early collaboration between Bayer and CCA Chairman Walter Paepcke, 
published one year before Bayer was appointed Design Consultant for 
the CCA.
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An Inscribed Copy

Herbert Bayer 
 8 WORLD GEOGRAPHIC ATLAS  $1,500 

A COMPOSITE OF MAN’S ENVIRONMENT
Chicago: Container Corporation of America, 1953. 

Folio. Monkscloth stamped in gold. Gilt page edges. Rosette - 
patterned endpapers. 368 pp. Maps, diagrams and illustrations. 
Index. INSCRIBED by Herbert Bayer on half-title page. Tips lightly 
bruised. Monkscloth (burlap) covers are lightly soiled—common 
for this oversized volume, with spine showing a trace of sun dark-
ening. Binding tight and secure: the Bayer-designed slipcase 
has done its job in protecting the book. The slipcase is in ex-
ceptional condition, clean and solid with only the faintest of the 
standard edgewear to the box joints. A nearly fine copy housed 
in a nearly fine slipcase. 

INSCRIBED by Herbert Bayer: “for Ferdinand Sperl / with many regards / 
herbert bayer / Aspen, 1953.” This example is the only Bayer-inscribed 
Atlas we have encountered, thus a rarity with an interesting provenance. 

FIRST EDITION. Never Commercially Available. A triumph of the Bau-
haus ideology of clarity put into practice. Also a high point of American 
book design and production, from the rosette-inspired endpaper de-
signs to the incredible ten-color printing throughout (CMYK plus custom 
spot blues, reds and others).

Bayer supervised a team of three designers (Martin Rosenzweig, Henry 
Gardiner and Masato Nakagawa) over a five-year period in order to 
produce this volume for the CCA’s 25th anniversary in 1953. CCA 
Chairman Walter Paepcke wanted Bayer to produce an atlas that re-
flected the new geopolitical realities of post-WWII life. In order to 
achieve this lofty goal, Bayer traveled throughout Europe searching out 
suitable maps and data, producing a re-examination of the classic atlas 
with Bauhaus clarity and concision.

Ferdinand P. Sperl (1918–2006) was a hotelier who actively helped—
for good or ill—turn Aspen into the resort it is today. Sperl was born in 
Switzerland and came to the United States through a Student Exchange 
Program with Cornell University Hotel School in 1939. He was drafted 
into the U.S. Army as a private in 1941 and rose to the rank of major 
in Military Intelligence. Sperl took part in all five campaigns in Europe 
from Normandy to Czechoslovakia with the 2nd Armored Cavalry, 
where he earned five Battle Stars, the Bronze Star and the Silver Star. 
Ferdinand started at the Stevens Hotels in Chicago, then the largest 
hotel in the world (now the Hilton). Sperl was instrumental in the devel-
opment of the Aspen resort beginning in 1946. 
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[Lester Beall] Leslie and Seitlin [Editors]
 9 PM $500 

New York: The Composing Room/P.M. Publishing Co. 
[Volume 4, No. 3: November 1937] 

Slim 12mo. Stitched and perfect-bound letterpressed wrappers. 
66 pp. Illustrated articles and advertisements. White cover 
lightly age-toned with a spot on the spine that wraps around to 
front panel. “4-3” pencil mark erased from lower corner. Spine 
crown worn and splitting. A very good or better copy. 

ORIGINAL EDITION. The Beall cover for PM 39 is widely recognized as a 
singular high point in American Graphic Design—a perfect synthesis of 
the European Avant-Garde neue typographie, interpreted by an extreme-
ly sensitive Designer from Missouri. Also features a 16-page letterpress 
insert designed by Lester Beall with an introduction by Charles Coiner. 

Lester Beall (1903–1969) was way ahead of his time—a Midwestern 
Constructivist. Self-taught in graphic design, Beall understood the var-
ied tongues and aesthetic ideologies of the European avant-garde. His 
early work shows constructivist and Bauhaus influences tempered with 
a Missourians’ sense of control. In 1937, Beall became the first Ameri-
can designer to have a one man show at the Museum of Modern Art, 
featuring his silk-screened posters commissioned by the Rural Electrifica-
tion Administration. After WWII, Beall exhibited great talent for com-
municating ideas and elevating the taste and expectations of his corpo-
rate clients—always working with the idea that good design should be 
effective communication and good business. 

Lester Beall
 10 A GUIDE TO LESTER BEALL $350 

New York: The Composing Room/A-D Gallery, 1945.

Slim 12mo. Stapled, printed vellum over letterpressed self-wrap-
pers. 16 pp. Elaborate graphic design throughout by Lester Beall. 
Vellum wrapper worn and chipped along spine and chipped to 
lower corner of the rear panel. A very good copy. 

ORIGINAL EDITION. Catalog designed by Lester Beall for an exhibition 
at the newly remodeled A-D Gallery from November 19–December 31, 
1945. Includes Beall’s drawings, paintings, posters, typographic designs, 
photographs, packaging, magazine pages, photograms and layouts from 
1933 to 1945.
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Lester Beall 
 11 BUILDING FOR TOMORROW $150

Hartford: Connecticut General Life Insurance Company, n.d. [1957]. 

Square quarto. Stapled photographically printed wrappers. 
28 pp. Color and black and white photography throughout. 
Light wear overall and patterned sun fading and scuffing to 
front panel. A very good or better copy. 

ORIGINAL EDITION. Published to announce the completion of the Con-
necticut General Life Insurance Company headquarters on 280 acres of 
rolling farmland in Bloomfield, Connecticut. Photographs by Ezra Stoller 
and W. Eugene Smith. 

Lester Beall designed the corporate identity package for Connecticut 
General in 1956. BUILDING FOR TOMORROW incorporates the 
award-winning CG Logo, square binding, and typography from Beall’s 
CG Corporate Style Manual [Remington, pp. 94–97]. 

Printed example of the post-war shift in American industry when modern 
architects and designers were enlisted for distinctive emblems of prestige. 

Designed by Gordon Bunshaft of Skidmore Owings and Merrill, the 
campus-like plan, and extensive amenities, included a full service cafeteria 
and after-hours programs, reflected a desire to offer a highly civilized 
and satisfying office environment to Connecticut General employees. 
Florence Knoll and the Knoll Planning Unit were responsible for the in-
terior design. Isamu Noguchi designed the gardens and landscaping. 

Alexey Brodovitch
 12 SIGNED LITHOGRAPH $500

[Paris: Arts et Métiers Graphiques, July 1930.] 

Lithograph from AMG no. 18. SIGNED in pencil; “A. Brodovitch / 
Orig. Color Print.” Three pairs of staple holes from side stapled 
textblock. Ruffling to binding edge. Mild edgewear including a 
crease to lower left edge. Sheet not trimmed square, with upper 
edge slightly tilted. A good impression. 

Lithograph from the July 1930 Arts et Métiers Graphiques subsequently 
signed and annotated by Brodovitch in lower margin. 

Alexey Brodovitch illustrated an article titled Graphisme by Pierre Marc 
Orlan for the May 1929 Arts et Métiers Graphiques. Afterwards Brodo-
vitch used Graphisme to refer to his designs that successfully illustrated 
his ideas. Image variant reproduced on page 9 of ALEXEY BRODOVITCH 
[Kerry William Purcell, London: Phaidon, 2002]. We believe this image 
was used by Brodovitch as a self promotional item during his years in 
Philadelphia. 
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In Publishers Slipcase

Alexey Brodovitch 
 13 BALLET $7,000 

[104 PHOTOGRAPHS BY ALEXEY BRODOVITCH]
New York: J. J. Augustin, 1945. 

Oblong quarto. Plain boards with cloth spine. Fitted and at-
tached printed dust jacket [as issued]. Publishers slipcase. 
144 pp. 104 gravure reproductions. 12 elaborate typographic 
segment dividers. Text by Edwin Denby. Penciled gift inscription 
on front free end-paper. One-eighth-inch nick to the lower edge 
of page 125/6 with no loss. Form-fitted jacket worn and splitting 
along front bottom edge. Spine heel and crown lightly split and 
chipped. Front corners rubbed, and rear panel lightly marked 
from handling. The previously unknown Publishers slipcase is 
cardboard covered with a wood-patterned paper veneer with 
tipped-on printed panels to front and spine mirroring Brodo-
vitch’s elegant Title typography. One edge splitting with a vintage 
tape repair and expected wear overall. A very good copy housed 
in a fair to good example of a previously unrecorded slipcase. 

FIRST EDITION [limited to 500 copies, though allegedly far fewer were 
produced, most were distributed as gifts]. BALLET is the rare title sanctified 
by unanimous inclusion in the holy trinity of PhotoBook Agenda Setters: 
THE BOOK OF 101 BOOKS [Roth et al.], THE OPEN BOOK [Hasselblad 
Center], and THE PHOTOBOOK: A HISTORY, Volume 1 [Parr and Badger].

“The picture represents the feelings and point of view of the intelligence 
behind the camera. This disease of our age is boredom and a good 
photographer must combat it. The way to do this is by invention—by 
surprise. When I say a good picture has surprise value I mean that it 
stimulates my thinking and intrigues me. The best way to achieve surprise 
quality is by avoiding clichés. Imitation is the greatest danger of the 
young photographer. —Alexey Brodovitch, 1964 

“When you first glance at them, Alexey Brodovitch’s photographs look 
strangely unconventional. Brodovitch, who knows as well as any of us 
the standardized Fifth Ave. kind of flawless prints, offers us, as his own, 
some that are blurred, distorted, too black and spectral, or too light and 
faded looking, and he has even intensified these qualities in souvenirs, 
and he first took them to have a souvenir of ballet to keep. From the 
wings, from standing room, watching the performance, absorbed by a 
sentiment it awakened, he snapped, one may imagine, almost at random. 
But as you look at his results you come to see that he was steadily after 
a very interesting and novel subject. He was trying to catch the elusive stage 
atmosphere that only ballet has, as the dancers in action created it.” 
 —Edwin Denby
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The Complete Set with Shipping Carton

Alexey Brodovitch and Frank Zachary
 14 PORTFOLIO  $3,000 
  A MAGAZINE FOR THE GRAPHIC ARTS 1–3

Cincinnati: Zebra Press, and Duell, Sloane and Pierce. 
[Volume 1, Nos. 1–3: Winter 1950–Spring 1951, all published] 

Three volumes. Folios. Extravagantly illustrated in color and black 
and white, with a variety of bound-in inserts, including wall-paper 
and gift-wrap paper samples, fold-outs and a laid-in pair of 3-D 
viewing glasses. Issues One and Two in side-stitched perfect-bound 
wrappers. Issues One black Covers show a clean crease paral-
leling the spine and spine tips rounded. The binding glue has 
dried out causing the wrappers to loosen from the textblock. 
The scarcest of the three issues published in this magazines’ short 
lifespan. Issue Two with embossed bright, white and clean cover 
features a Charles Eames Design. A superior copy of this easily 
abused volume—one of the best examples we have handled. 
Issue Three in plain cardboard side-stitched wrappers in a form- 
fitted printed dust jacket with spine mildly discolored. Virtually all 
copies of this edition are severely damaged along the spine be-
cause of the DJ assembly method and materials. The condition 
of this particular example is exceptional. Binding tight and se-
cure. Also included is an original mailing carton designed by 
Brodovitch with the word “Portfolio” screen-printed in black on a 
card chipboard tongue-in-slot carton. Original subscribers mail-
ing label attached. A very good or better complete set with one 
original mailing carton. 

FIRST EDITIONS. Complete set of Brodovitch’s greatest achievement. Al-
though short-lived, Portfolio captured the dynamic work of some of his 
emerging star students from his famous Design Laboratory, including 
Irving Penn, Richard Avedon, and Art Kane. Brodovitch’s refusal to allow 
advertising to mar the flow of this magazine led to its quick demise: 
only three issues were published from 1950 to 1951.

The list of contents and contributors for Portfolio reads like a guest list at 
some great event hosted by an enlightened art patron. “Producing a mag-
azine is not unlike giving a party, Frank Zachary said, “the editor-in-chief 
has to be a good master of ceremonies.” 

Like Brodovitch, Zachary likened publication design to cinematography, 
where the pacing of visual sequences plays an important role: “Art direct-
ing and editing are one and the same thing—you have to keep your eye 
on both the visual and verbal narration line. You have to tell two stories, 
one in words, one in pictures, completely separate—but like railroad 
track, leading to the same place,” Zachary recalled. 
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[Will Burtin] Robert L. Leslie and Percy Seitlin [Editors]
 15 A-D AN INTIMATE JOURNAL FOR ART DIRECTORS,  $75 

PRODUCTION MANAGERS AND THEIR ASSOCIATES
New York: The Composing Room/P.M. Publishing Co. 
[Volume 8, No. 3: February–March 1942] 

Slim 12mo. Thick printed perfect bound and sewn wrappers. 
74 [26] pp. Illustrated articles and advertisements. Multiple paper 
stocks. Wraparound covers designs by featured artist and author 
Will Burtin. Wrappers lightly soiled and rubbed. A very good or 
better copy. 

ORIGINAL EDITION. The first published appreciation of Will Burtin fea-
tured an original cover design and a 32-page section designed by—
and devoted to—Will Burtin. 

Will Burtin
 16 VISUAL ASPECTS OF SCIENCE $500

Dortmund, Western Germany: Kodak, IBM, 
Upjohn and Union Carbide, n.d. [1962]. 

Slim square quarto. Stapled, printed embossed wrappers. Pub-
lishers printed envelope. 20 pp. Printed vellum, coated and 
uncoated sheets. Elaborate graphic design throughout. A fine, 
fresh copy housed in a fair example of the Publishers’ German- 
language envelope. Rare. 

ORIGINAL EDITION. Exhibition catalog cooperatively published by Ko-
dak, Union Carbide, The Upjohn Company and IBM Corporation. Pho-
tographs by Ezra Stoller, with typesetting, reproduction and printing by 
Fritz Busche, Dortmund, Western Germany. Interlaced printed vellum 
sheets throughout the printed textblock achieved a multi-dimensional 
feel that can only be experienced in the first person. 

This spectacular booklet written and designed by Burtin skillfully combines 
aspects of his Upjohn projects The Cell, The Brain, and The Chromosome 
into a holistic perspective for understanding the rapidly expanding field 
of microbiology, circa 1962.

Burtin developed a design philosophy called Integration, in which the 
designer conveyed information with visual communication that is based 
on four principal realities:

■ The reality of man as measure and measurer
■ The reality of light, color, texture
■ The reality of space, motion, time
■ The reality of science

Using this approach to design problems was essentially the birth of what 
later became known as multimedia. By integrating all four realities into a 
design solution, Burtin could solve seemingly insoluble puzzles.
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A. M. Cassandre [Adolphe Jean-Marie Mouron]
 17 POCHOIR COLLOTYPE $450 

Paris: Editions d’Art Charles Moreau, c. 1929. 

Pochoir collotype in very good condition, with mild age-toning to 
edges and light wear to upper left corner.

PLATE NO. 42. From the Portfolio PUBLICITÉ PRÉSENTÉ PAR A.M. CAS-
SANDRE (L’ART INTERNATIONAL D’ AUJOURD’HUI #12), an original 
anthology of modern advertising artwork selected by A. M. Cassandre. 
9.875 x12.75 (25.0825 cm x 32.385 cm) plate. Printed by Heliotype 
(collotype) at Editions d’Art Charles Moreau in Paris, and hand-colored in 
the Pochoir process. 

Pochoir was a time-consuming stencil process but resulted in deep, rich 
colors. The geometric designs of Art Deco were ideal for stenciling and 
the technique became something of a fad with French fashion publishers. 
Photography was often used to print the primary outline and then, the colors 
added with a brush through zinc or aluminum stencils.

A. M. Cassandre
 18 PEIGNOT $700 

CARACTÉRE DESSINÉ PAR A. M. CASSANDRE
Paris: Deberny et Peignot, 1937.

Slim quarto. Text in French and English. Stapled printed thick wrap-
pers. 32 pp. Typographic illustrations printed in multiple colors 
throughout. Light wear overall. Front cover neatly detached at 
binding edge, otherwise, a very good copy. 

ORIGINAL EDITION. After the 1925 Exposition des Arts Décoratifs et 
Industriels Modernes, A. M. Cassandre joined with designer Jean Carlu 
to form a group whose mission would be to advance Modernist aesthetics 
in all applications of design and thought [Union des Artistes Modernes 
(UAM)]. Charles Peignot, joined the group’s membership along with Jean 
Cocteau, André Gide, Le Corbusier, Sonia Delaunay, Maximilien Vox, 
and other artists and designers. 

With UAM allies at the helm, it was no surprise that a Deberny et Peignot 
type would become the official face for the 1937 Paris Exposition. Cas-
sandre’s typeface, Peignot, aspired to return to the purity of the original 
Roman letters, while abandoning “the cursive handwritten lower-case 
forms which the printing trade inherited from the fifteenth-century human-
ists.” The resulting typeface ignored the traditional designs of many 
minuscule letters and instead replaced them with scaled-down versions 
of their capitalized variations. 
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Direction

[Paul Rand] Martin Kamin and M. Tjader Harris [Editors]
 19 DIRECTION $175 

Darien, CT: Direction, Inc. [Volume 1, No. 9: November/December 1938]

Slim quarto. Stapled 2-color letterpressed wrappers. 28 pp. 
Fiction, social commentary and art. Cover design by Paul Rand. 
A nearly fine copy.

ORIGINAL EDITION. Paul Rand’s first Direction cover as well as first pub-
lished experiment with design abstraction. The three-dimensional map 
of Czechoslovakia was bisected with red lines to suggest a pair of scissors 
dividing the country after the Sudetenland was relegated to Germany 
in October of 1938. 

Direction employed contributing editors like William Gropper, Richard 
Wright, Kenneth Burke and Edwin Seaver who represented it as a dynamic, 
frequently visually striking, consistently left of center journal of literature 
and the arts, drawing on the foundations left by the WPA for much of its 
brilliance. A substantial roster of contributors appeared through its tenure, 
including Dreiser, Dos Passos, Le Corbusier, Caldwell, Rexroth, Kees, Lars-
son, Abel, Kemp, Anderson, Herbst, Scott, Brown, Art Young, Halper, 
Komroff, Macleod, Bourke White, Burke, di Donato, Woody Guthrie, 
Seldes, Lorentz, Hughes, Maltz, Chaplin, Sandburg, R. Lowry, Ellison, 
Morris, et al. A major 20th century American periodical, increasingly dif-
ficult to acquire in decent condition. 

 20 DIRECTION $100 
Darien, CT: Direction, Inc. [Volume 3, No. 6: Summer 1940] 

Slim Quarto. Stapled printed wrappers. 56 pp. Illustrated articles 
and advertisements. Wrappers lightly worn, primarily along 
spine edge. Photomontage cover design by Paul Rand. A 
nearly fine copy. 

ORIGINAL EDITION. Includes Undermined: Painting by Robert Gwathmey; 
Don’t Hit A Woman: Langston Hughes; and American Negro Exposition: 
Three Harlem Hospital Murals by WPA artist Vertis Hayes.

Direction was the laboratory where Rand tested many of his developing 
theories of modern design and typography. Because he worked without 
compensation (except for a few Corbusier lithographs . . .), Rand was 
allowed a tremendous amount of aesthetic leeway in designing covers. 

With little money budgeted for typesetting, he used his own handwriting 
for the cover copy, and the rest is history: “I never did calligraphy . . . 
Handwriting is an entirely different kind of thing. It’s part of the syndrome 
of modernism . . . It’s part of that asceticism.” 
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 21 DIRECTION $100 
Darien, CT: Direction, Inc. [Volume 4, No. 1: January 1941] 

Slim Quarto. Stapled printed wrappers. 24 pp. Illustrated articles 
and advertisements. Wrappers lightly worn. Cover design by 
Paul Rand. A very good or better copy. 

ORIGINAL EDITION. Includes Percy Seitlin’s three-page Art in Industry 
column spotlighting Herbert Matter’s design and photography. Includes 
eight images by Matter. A very harmonic convergence, since Seitlin 
had been one of Matter’s earliest supporters after his arrival in the 
United States. 

Seitlin remembered: “A young man by the name of Herbert Matter had 
just arrived in this country from Switzerland with a bagful of ski posters 
and photographs of snow covered mountains. Also came camera por-
traits and various specimens of his typographic work. We decided to let 
him hang some of his things on the walls and gave him a party . . . the 
result was a crowd of almost bargain-basement dimensions, and thirsty 
too. Everyone was excited by the audacity and skill of Matter’s work.”
 —Erin Malone

 22 DIRECTION $175 
Darien, CT: Direction, Inc. [Volume 4, No. 3: March 1941]

Slim Quarto. Stapled printed wrappers. 24 pp. Illustrated articles 
and advertisements. Wrappers lightly worn. Cover design by 
Paul Rand. A very good or better copy. 

ORIGINAL EDITION. This cover stands as a true icon of American  
Modernism—it has reproduced in countless anthologies, including 
László Moholy-Nagy’s VISION IN MOTION (Chicago: Paul Theobald, 
1947: page 309) and György Kepes’s LANGUAGE OF VISION (Chi-
cago: Paul Theobald, 1944: page 71). We believe this cover was one 
of Rand’s personal favorites—it always seemed to show up in his 
self-edited compendiums such as Yusaku Kamekura’s PAUL RAND (Tokyo: 
Ginza Graphic Gallery, 1992). 

The Art in Industry issue features Posters Howard Willard, A. M. Cas-
sandre, E. McKnight Kauffer, Herbert Bayer, Will Burtin, Lester Beall, 
Jean Carlu, Alexey Brodovitch and Gustav Jensen [includes short biog-
raphies of the designers]; Book Design by Robert Josephy and E. Mc-
Knight Kauffer; Typography by Paul Rand and Harry Burke; and Product 
Design by John Vassos, Alvar Aalto, László Moholy-Nagy, Gustav Jensen, 
Davis Pratt, and others. 
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[DUTCH PTT] 8vo
 23 DESIGN IN THE PUBLIC SERVICE $250

THE DUTCH PTT 1920–1990
London: Design Museum, 1990.

Octavo. Green cloth binding. Screen-printed chip board with 
tipped-in plate. 80 pp. Approximately 75 illustrations in various 
color combinations. Elaborate graphic design throughout. Upper 
corner gently bumped. Sticker shadow on front panel. Remarkably 
well-preserved. A nearly fine copy. 

FIRST EDITION [limited edition of 2,000 copies]. Jean van Royen’s early 
adherence to typographic and design excellence set a standard for the 
PTT for years to come. In the early 1930s, he commissioned Piet Zwart 
to transform PTT’s in-house design style. This beautiful chapter in the 
history of graphic design came to “a brutal conclusion” when van Royen 
died in 1941 because of his opposition to fascism. Fortunately, van Royen’s 
design legacy was revived after the war and continues to this day. 

Exceptional book design from 8vo members Mark Holt and Hamish Muir. 
“Two members of the team had studied with Wolfgang Weingart in Basel, 
and Octavo had a high-mindedness and purity that set it apart intellectu-
ally and aesthetically from both the commercial and ‘style’ wings of con-
temporary British graphics. Octavo was sternly opposed to typographic 
mediocrity, nostalgia, fashion, decoration, symmetry, centered type and 
the hated serif. It was for a semantically determined use of structure and 
the infinite possibilities of typographic experimentation.”
 —Rick Poynor

Gene Federico
 24 LOVE OF APPLES $100 

New York: The Composing Room, 1961. 

Slim quarto. Stapled photographic printed wrappers. 16 pp. 
Elaborate graphic design throughout. A fine, uncirculated copy. 

ORIGINAL EDITION. One of a four-volume set: About U.S.—Experimental 
Typography by American Designers. A poem by Percy Seitlin photo- 
illustrated by William Bell and incomparably designed by Gene Federico. 
A timeless piece of visual poetry with a timeless message that Federico 
considered a career highlight. 

Originally conceived at the Composing Room by Dr. Robert Leslie and 
Aaron Burns, ABOUT U.S. was a series of experimental typographic in-
serts published in Der Druckspiegel to showcase both the skills of the Com-
posing Rooms’ typesetters and the creative muscles of Americans BC+G, 
Lester Beall, Herb Lubalin, and Gene Federico.
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Inscribed to Piet Zwart 

Karl Gerstner and Markus Kutter
 25 DIE NEUE GRAPHIK / THE NEW GRAPHIC ART / $1,500 

LE NOUVEL ART GRAPHIQUE
Teufen AR, Switzerland: Arthur Niggli, 1959.

Square quarto. Text in English, French and German. Glazed 
paper-covered boards. Tan quarter-cloth stamped in black. Publish-
ers chipboard slipcase with printed label. 248 pp. 432 illustrations 
[12 in color]. Designed by Karl Gerstner. INSCRIBED to Piet Zwart. 
A fine copy in a fine example of the Publishers slipcase. Rare thus. 

FIRST EDITION. INSCRIBED on front endpaper: P Zwart, dear Pioneer / 
Karl Gerstner, Hilversum on 15 Juli 1960. The word ‘Zwart’ written by 
Gerstner as a Square.

Also laid in is the folded and perforated reception admission ticket to the 
exhibition De Typografie van Piet Zwart at Steendrukkerij De Jong & Co. 
in Hilversum that opened on July 15, 1960.

The opening reception for the exhibit “geopend worden met een korte 
voordracht door jongezwitserse graficus karl gerstner uit basel” [opened 
with a short lecture by a young Swiss graphic artist Karl Gerstner of Ba-
sel]. An exceptional association copy. Provenance: from the Piet Zwart 
library via Ex Libris. 

Karl Gerstner and Markus Kutter
 26 DIE NEUE GRAPHIK / THE NEW GRAPHIC ART / $750 

LE NOUVEL ART GRAPHIQUE
Teufen AR, Switzerland: Arthur Niggli, 1959.

Square quarto. Text in English, French and German. Glazed 
paper-covered boards. Tan quarter-cloth stamped in black. Publish-
ers chipboard slipcase with printed label. 248 pp. 432 illustrations 
[12 in color]. Designed by Karl Gerstner. Spine cloth slightly dark-
ened. Uniform age-toning to slipcase edges. Book feels unread. A 
fine copy in a nearly fine example of the Publishers slipcase. 

FIRST EDITION. Extensive survey of modern graphic design from its’ 
19th-century origins until the later 1950’s, presented via traditional Swiss 
Modern design—immaculately typeset and laid out on a consistent 
3-column grid, a single type family [Univers] set with a minimum of scale 
and weight changes. THE NEW GRAPHIC ART was the first graphic 
design conspectus published as an ideological programme. 
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Inscribed to Gene Federico

Karl Gerstner
 27 DESIGNING PROGRAMMES $750

Teufen, AR: Arthur Niggli, 1964. 

Octavo. Flexible white paper boards printed in black. White 
cloth backstrip. 96 pp. Black and white and color illustrations 
throughout. INSCRIBED to Gene Federico. White covers lightly 
sun-toned. Cloth backstrip spotted. Light foxing early and late. 
A very good or better Association copy. 

FIRST EDITION. INSCRIBED on title page: For Gene Federico / with the 
kindest regards. Foreword by Paul Gredinger: the other “G” in the name of 
advertising agency GGK formed with Gerstner and Markus Kutter in 1962. 

Paul Rand’s Copy

Karl Gerstner
 28 DESIGNING PROGRAMMES $1,000

New York: Hastings House, 1968.

Octavo. White cloth stamped in black. Printed dust jacket. 
112 pp. Black and white and color illustrations throughout. 
“Variable picture comprising 31 bars by Karl Gerstner” 10-page 
brochure laid in. Textblock edges mildly sunned. Dust jacket 
lightly worn along top edge with a few tiny spots on front panel. 
Spine slightly darkened. Small short closed tear on front bottom 
edge. A nearly fine copy. 

NEW ENLARGED EDITION by D.Q. Stephenson [originally published by 
Arthur Niggli, 1964].

Paul Rand’s Copy with his Ex Libris plate attached to front free endpaper. 
Books from Rand’s library are not uncommon, but nicely associated copies 
such as this are considerably scarcer. 

People are somewhat surprised to hear that Paul Rand hired a designer 
to produce the bookplate for his personal library. Rand’s outsourcing 
can certainly be forgiven considering that he hired Gianni Basso for the 
job. Basso—the Venetian Gutenberg—and his Letterpress Studio on the 
Calle Fumo in Venice are the final destination for people wanting to mark 
their collection with distinction. Basso prides himself on not owning a 
computer and all of his type is set in metal. Basso’s bookplate for Rand 
is simple, elegant and timeless.
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Great Ideas of Western Man

Herbert Bayer [Design Director]
 29 GREAT IDEAS OF WESTERN MAN $250 
  ADVERTISEMENTS FOR 1950–51–52 

Chicago: Container Corporation of America, 1952. 

Printed portfolio folder. 26 loose, color plates. Folder in nearly 
fine condition with light wear to edges and faint rubbing to 
folds. All plates in generally fine condition. The first collection 
from the Great Ideas series and one of the cleanest CCA sets 
we have handled.

ORIGINAL EDITION. Portfolio folder with 26 [11.25 x 14] color plates fea-
turing advertisements created for the Container Corporation of America by 
many contemporary greats in modern graphic design, art, and photog-
raphy. Includes plates by Arthur Williams, Tana Hoban, Elain Urbain, 
Edgar Miller, Ben Shahn, Leo Lionni, Hans Erni, Paul Rand, Robert 
Schneeberg, Leon Karp, Herbert Bayer [x2], Herbert Matter, Franklin 
Watkins, Richard Lindner, Dimitri Petrov, Hans Moller, Honoré Sharrer, 
Leon Kelly, Edith Louise Jaffy, Egbert Jacobson, György Kepes, Felix 
Topolski, Robert Brady, László Meitner and Max Bill.

From 1950 to the mid-1970s, the CCA ran advertisements in a series 
called Great Ideas of Western Man. Design Director Herbert Bayer com-
missioned major artists and designers to illustrate selected ideas of the 
greatest philosophers, writers, scientists, and cultural, religious, and political 
figures of history. An excellent vintage snapshot of corporate America’s 
embrace of the European Avant-Garde, as personified by CCA Chairman 
Walter Paepcke. 

 30 GREAT IDEAS OF WESTERN MAN  $250 
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR 1952–53–54
Chicago: Container Corporation of America, 1954.

Printed portfolio folder. 26 loose, color plates. Folder in nearly 
fine condition with light wear to edges and faint rubbing to folds. 
All plates in generally fine condition with the Joseph Low plate 
nicked to the lower right edge, not affecting artwork.

ORIGINAL EDITION. Portfolio folder with 26 [11.25 x 14] color plates featur-
ing work by Herbert Bayer, Joseph Low, S. Neil Fujita, W. H. Allner [x2], 
Lewis Daniel, Lemuel B. Line, Philip Guston, Raymond A. Ballinger, John 
Atherton, Fred Conway, Max Bill, Arthur Williams, Jean Varda, Alvin 
Lustig, Edward E. Gallob, E. McKnight Kauffer, Bradbury Thompson, Walter 
Reinsel, Jan Tschichold, Hazard Durfee, Erik Nitsche, Thomas Vroman, 
Hans Moller, Sol Mednick, and Esther Louise Peck.
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 31 GREAT IDEAS OF WESTERN MAN  $250
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR 1956–57–58 
Chicago: Container Corporation of America, 1958.

Printed portfolio folder. 26 loose, color plates. Folder in nearly 
fine condition with light wear to edges and faint rubbing to 
folds. All plates in generally fine condition with the Lester Beall 
plate with a couple of tiny nicks to upper right corner and a couple 
of tiny spots in the same area, not affecting artwork.

ORIGINAL EDITION. Portfolio folder with 26 [11.25 x 14] color plates 
featuring work by Herbert Bayer, Gerald McLaughlin, Will Burtin, Armin 
Hofmann, Walter Allner, Mary Faulconer, Saul Bass, Noel Martin, Honoré 
Sharrer, Lester Beall, Feliks Topolski, Anton Refregier, Robert Cato, Martin 
Rosenzweig, Gene Federico, Sister Mary Corita, Mohan B. Samant, 
Carol Summers, Albert F. Storz, and Milton Glaser.

 32 GREAT IDEAS OF WESTERN MAN $250 
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR 1958–59–60
Chicago: Container Corporation of America, 1960. 

Printed portfolio folder. 26 loose, color plates. Folder is in near-
ly fine condition with light wear to edges and faint rubbing to 
folds. All plates are in generally fine condition with a single 
exception: the Constantino Nivola plate has a tiny nick and 
chip to upper right corner, not affecting artwork.

ORIGINAL EDITION. Portfolio folder with 26 [11.25 x 14] color plates 
featuring work by Constantino Nivola, Herbert Matter, Otl Aicher, John 
Massey, Leonard Baskin, Paul Rand, Joseph Cornell, Bruno Munari, René 
Magritte, Ralph Eckerstrom, György Kepes, William Baziotes, Herbert 
Bayer, Louis Danzinger, Carl Regehr, Erberto Carboni, Antonio Frasconi, 
Man Ray, Munakata, Ben Shahn, and Chen Chi-Kwan. 

 33 GREAT IDEAS OF WESTERN MAN $250 
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR 1960–61–62–63
Chicago: Container Corporation of America, 1963.

Printed portfolio folder. 22 loose, color plates [as issued]. Folder 
in nearly fine condition with light wear to edges and faint rub-
bing to folds. All plates in generally very good to nearly fine 
condition with light handling and edgewear throughout.

ORIGINAL EDITION. Portfolio folder with 22 [11.25 x 14] color plates 
featuring work by Herbert Bayer [x3], Jacob Landau, Yusaku Kamekura, 
Ken Domon, John Massey [x2], Matazo Kayama, Vin Giuliani, Abraham 
Rattner, Luise Kaish, Robert Osborn, Charles T. Coiner, Harold Altman, 
Alexey Brodovitch, René Magritte, David Aronson, Morris Broderson, 
Art Kane, Clark Richert, Jean Helion, and David Walsh. 
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April Greiman 

 34 DESIGN QUARTERLY 133: DOES IT MAKE SENSE?  $500
Cambridge: MIT Press/Walker Art Center, 1986. 

A fine poster (folded as issued) enclosed in a nearly fine folder 
with light spotting to white folder. The slot tongue in groove 
lightly worn. Poster is unmarked and very clean. A profoundly 
influential design piece and rare.

ORIGINAL EDITION. 3’ x 6’ two-sided poster enclosed in Publishers 8.5 x 11 
folder. Had it only shown the capabilities of Macintosh design circa 1986, 
DOES IT MAKE SENSE? would have been memorable. By also exploring 
the philosophical and personal ramifications of digital design, this piece 
reached greatness. Since then, Ms. Greiman has remained on the forefront 
of digital design and its inherent possibilities. She reminds us that there’s 
more to computer-based design than owning a software package.

[April Greiman]
 35 APRIL GREIMAN / PENTAGRAM $100

Pentagram Publications, n.d, n.a.p., [2000]. 

Small quarto. Embossed printed thick wrappers. 34 pp. Color 
illustrations and fold-outs. CD portfolio included. A fine copy.

ORIGINAL EDITION. Small booklet published for the opening of a Pentagram 
Office in Los Angeles includes a small oddly-shaped Portfolio CD encased 
inside the rear panel.

From her 1998 AIGA MEDAL citation “April Greiman was a designer in 
New York City in the mid-1970s when she decided to leave the comfort 
of a design community deeply entrenched in European tradition for an 
uncertain future on the opposite coast. Seeking a new spirit, she moved 
to Los Angeles and entered a culture that, for better or for worse, had a 
limited aesthetic of its own at that time. Museums and galleries were few 
and it was impossible to get a decent cup of coffee. But the lack of an 
established design practice created a unique opportunity to explore new 
paradigms in communications design . . .”

E. McKnight Kauffer, Aldous Huxley [Foreword]
 36 POSTERS BY E. MCKNIGHT KAUFFER  $200 

New York: Museum of Modern Art, February 1937.

Octavo. Screen-printed stapled, stiff wrappers. 28 pp. 12 plates. 
Cover design by E. McKnight Kauffer. From the library of Gene 
and Helen Federico, with their name stamp on front endpaper. 
A nearly fine copy. 

FIRST EDITION [2,750 copies printed by the Spiral Press]. 
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[György Kepes] Leslie and Seitlin [Editors] 
 37 PM $250

New York: The Composing Room/P.M. Publishing Co. 
[Volume 6, No. 3: February– March 1940] 

Slim 12mo. Perfect bound and sewn printed wrappers. 108 pp. 
Illustrated articles and advertisements. Cover collage design by 
Howard W. Willard, printed via 4-color photo gelatine. Wrap-
pers lightly worn with a bit of spine wear. A very good to 
nearly fine copy. 

ORIGINAL EDITION. Features a 16-page insert on György Kepes, including 
a one-page original introduction by László Moholy-Nagy. The first Amer-
ican article to showcase the Kepes’s efforts, and includes work samples 
of photograms, advertising and magazine covers. Kepes also contributed 
an illustrated essay entitled The Task of Visual Advertising. Cover design 
and 15-page insert by Howard Willard, including a one-page tribute to 
Willard’s collage work written by Herbert Bayer. 

[György Kepes]
 38 ADVANCE GUARD OF ADVERTISING ARTISTS $250

New York: The A-D Gallery, 1942. 

Single-fold exhibition announcement with shortened and deckled 
fore edge. Parallel center fold [as issued for mailing]. Variant 
design by György Kepes from his original catalog design for the 
Katherine Kuh Gallery in Chicago. An exceptionally rare and 
significant title. A fine fresh example. 

ORIGINAL EDITION. Announcement for the exhibition that marked the 
first signs of the assimilation of the European Avant-Garde into main-
stream American Advertising. For the first time Bauhaus masters Bayer 
and Moholy-Nagy as well as Kepes and Sutnar were placed on the 
same level as homegrown heroes Beall, Rand, Kauffer, and Frank Barr. 

Leo Lionni
 39 HOW TO READ FORTUNE IN BED $250 

New York: Time, Inc., 1952. 

Slim quarto. Stapled thick printed wrappers. [56] pp. Illustrated 
typography throughout. Yellow erratum sheet bound in. Written 
and designed by Leo Lionni. Wrappers lightly worn and textblock 
well thumbed. A nearly very good copy. Authors’ first book: rare. 

FIRST EDITION. Elaborate type-driven self promotion for Fortune magazine 
written and designed by Lionni in 1952, predating LITTLE BLUE AND 
LITTLE YELLOW [McDowell, Obolensky, 1959] by seven years. 
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[Alvin Lustig] Jane Fisk Mitarachi [Editor]
 40 INDUSTRIAL DESIGN 1 $500

New York: Whitney Publications [Volume 1, No. 1: February 1954]. 

Side-stitched perfect bound wrappers. 152 pp. Illustrated articles 
and advertisements. Multiple paper stocks. Elaborate graphic 
design throughout. Wrappers lightly worn and soiled with a clean 
parallel crease to the spine edge. Spine heel chipped without loss. 
Improper storage has caused spine edge to lift, preventing the 
magazine from laying flat. Cover and editorial design by Alvin 
Lustig. A very good copy indeed.

ORIGINAL EDITION.”A bi-monthly review of form and technique in de-
signing for industry. Published for active industrial designers and the 
design executives throughout industry who are concerned with product 
design, development and marketing.” 

Former ID editor Ralph Caplan’s recounted the magazine’s birth: “Fifty years 
ago, the publisher Charlie Whitney ran into Henry Dreyfuss. ‘Henry,’ he 
said, ‘I’m about to publish a magazine for industrial designers.’ ‘Wonderful,’ 
Henry replied. ‘There are 14 of us.’ Caplan remembered, “I.D. was not 
begun as a magazine for industrial designers, but as a magazine for any-
one who had a stake in design and cared about it. This allowed a great 
deal of editorial latitude.” 

One of the high points of Alvin Lustig’s career. Lustig served as Art Director 
for the first three issues. His covers and interior layouts rate as some of the 
strongest work of his career. Lustig is known for his expertise in virtually 
all the design disciplines, which he seamlessly integrated into his life. He 
designed record albums, magazines, advertisements, commercial catalogs, 
annual reports and office spaces and textiles. 

“A design icon doesn’t come along every day. To be so considered it 
must not only transcend its function and stand the test of time, but also must 
represent the time in which it was produced. The cover of Industrial 
Design 1, February 1954, was not just the emblem of a new publishing 
venture, but a testament to one man’s modernism; one of the last works 
created by Alvin Lustig (1915–1955), who suffered an untimely death 
from diabetes in 1955 at the age of forty-five.”“Despite failing vision, 
Lustig was deeply involved in the design of the first two and nominally with 
the third issues of the magazine as art editor, art director, and art consul-
tant, respectively. He saw his role as the framer of ideas that were visual 
in nature. Although he never had the chance to develop his basic design 
concepts further, he left behind a modern design icon—the cover—and 
a format that continued to define the magazine for years after.”
 —Steven Heller from DESIGN LITERACY
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[Herbert Matter]
 41 PLUS 1:  $250

ORIENTATIONS OF CONTEMPORARY ARCHITECTURE 
THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM
Philadelphia: Time, Inc. [Volume 69, No. 6: December 1938]. 

Slim quarto. Thick printed wrappers. Wire spiral binding. 
72 [xliv] pp. Illustrated articles and advertisements. Wrappers 
worn and soiled. Lower corner gently bumped. Mild edgewear. 
A very good copy. 

ORIGINAL EDITION. Bound-in [as issued]: Wallace K. Harrison, William 
Lescaze, William Muschenheim, Stamo Papadaki, James Johnson Sweeney 
[Editors], Herbert Matter [Typography and Layout]: PLUS 1: ORIENTATIONS 
OF CONTEMPORARY ARCHITECTURE. Photomontage cover by Herbert 
Matter. 16 pp. bound-in illustrated via two-color printing throughout. 

The PLUS series was conceived as a modernist adjunct to The Architectural 
Forum, with six editors and an unparalleled list of collaborators. Seventy 
years of hindsight clearly shows that giving Herbert Matter free reign to 
interpret the editorial content was a brilliant choice by the decision-makers 
at the Forum. 

Herbert Matter
 42 KNOLL INDEX OF DESIGNS $750

New York: Knoll Associates, Inc., with Hockaday Associates, 1950. 

Tall Octavo. Parallel wire binding. Decorated thick metallic silver 
wrappers. Multiple paper stocks. Photographic frontis. 80 pp. 
160 black and white illustrations. 123 schematic diagrams. 
Elaborate graphic design with color-coded sections in blue/red/
yellow throughout. Design by Herbert Matter. Wrappers lightly 
and inevitably worn with faint chipping at crown and heel. Former 
owner ink signature on Introductory text page 3. Page edges light-
ly sunned. An exceptional copy of this easily abused volume. A 
very good or better copy. 

FIRST EDITION. “Knoll Associates, fortunate in the services of Herbert Matter, 
has released a catalog which presents a full concept of their activities in the 
field of home furnishings. Matter succeeded in not only bringing to the 
work his own beautiful style and discrimination but has also found also the 
means to clarify and present intelligently the greater part of the large 
Knoll collection. The catalog is profuse in color and bright devices, index 
charts with elevation drawings and photographs placing the material in its 
own best setting. While it has been designed to implement and simplify an 
attempt to digest the activities of Knoll Associates, it is also by the way of 
being a rather beautiful document in a field where too little of this sort of 
thing is attempted, and where too much of it comes off badly.” 
 —review from Arts and Architecture [January 1951]
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László Moholy-Nagy
 43 TELEHOR $1,000
  [MEZINARODNI CASOPIS PRO VISUALNI KULTURU /  
  INTERNATIONALE ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR VISUELLE KULTUR /  
  THE INTERNATIONAL REVIEW NEW VISION / REVUE  
  INTERNATIONALE POUR LA CULTURE VISUELLE] 

Brno, Czechoslovakia: Frantisek Kalivoda, 1936.

Text in English, French, German and Czech. Quarto. Wire spiral 
binding. Thick 4-color printed wrappers. 138 pp. 69 illustrations, 
9 in color. Period design and typography by Publisher and Czech 
Avant-Garde Architect Frantisek Kalivoda. Spine heel and crown 
lightly chipped and worn. Covers mildly soiled with vintage tape 
shadow to lower inner corners, front and back. Small Gallery la-
bel inside rear panel. The only number of this Czech periodical, 
and one of the most important Moholy-Nagy publications. A 
very good copy. 

FIRST EDITION: Year 1, nos. 1–2: all published. “It was my aim in editing 
the present issue of this journal to indicate the progress of visual art and 
the perspectives of its future development. For it is the basic programme 
of this periodical to discuss the problems of modern art and to indicate 
the precise connections existing between its various categories and, in 
particular, between the spheres of painting, photography and film.” 

“To demonstrate the underlying unity of all these arts, I could do no better 
than select the rich and many-sided work of one artist, L. Moholy-Nagy, 
whose versatility can scarcely be rivaled among his fellow artists of to-day.“

 —Frantisek Kalivoda

László Moholy-Nagy
 44 VISION IN MOTION $250

Chicago: Theobald 1947 [1969].

Quarto. Oatmeal cloth embossed and stamped in brown. Photo 
illustrated dust jacket. 376 pp. 440 illustrations, 11 in color. 
Book design and typography by the author. An uncirculated copy 
from Publisher’s stock. The heavy red ink coverage on the dust 
jacket shows a trace of offsetting along top and bottom edges, 
as well as faint wear to tips. A fine hardcover book in a nearly 
fine dust jacket. Scarce thus.

EIGHTH PRINTING . Walter Gropius said, “I think this will be the leading 
book in art education.” What more can we add? 
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PM / A–D

[Joseph Sinel] Leslie and Seitlin [Editors] 
 45 PM $150 

New York: The Composing Room/P.M. Publishing Co. 
[Volume 2, No. 10: June 1936] 

Slim 12mo. Thick printed perfect bound and sewn wrappers. 
32 pp. Illustrated articles and advertisements. Photogelatine 2-color 
cover by Joseph Sinel. A fine copy. 

ORIGINAL EDITION. Features a Cover and 13-page Insert by New Zealand 
Industrial Designer Joseph Sinel. 

Sinel is sometimes said to have coined the term “industrial design” 
around the 1920s in the USA. Sinel denied the paternity of this term in 
an interview in 1969. “. . . that’s the same time [1920] that I was inject-
ing myself into the industrial design field, of which it’s claimed (and I’m 
in several of the books where they claim) that I was the first one, and they 
even say that I invented the name. I’m sure I didn’t do that. I don’t know 
where it originated and I don’t know where I got hold of it.”

[Gustav Jensen] Leslie and Seitlin [Editors] 
 46 PM $100 

New York: The Composing Room/P.M. Publishing Co. 
[Volume 3, No. 1: September 1936]

Slim 12mo. Thick printed perfect bound and sewn wrappers. 
48 pp. Decorated endpapers. Illustrated articles and advertise-
ments. Multiple paper stocks. Original cover by featured artist 
Gustav Jensen. A fine copy. 

ORIGINAL EDITION. Features a Cover and 18-page insert on the Danish Art 
Deco master Gustav Jensen. Jensen was an artist, designer and letterer 
whose clients included Colophon Quarterly, Covici-Friede, United Drug Co. 
and DuPont. This insert highlights his Art Deco sensibilities in bookbinding, 
book jackets industrial design (including a telephone that has to be seen 
to be believed), cosmetic packaging, labels, and signage, all reproduced 
in the glorious Knudsen process.

Well illustrated coverage of careers and output of early Industrial De-
signers Joseph Sinel (1890–1975) and Gustav Jensen (1898–1954). 
PM Editors were friendly and generous to the Industrial and Product 
Designers who experimented with the Streamline Moderne styles during 
the Great Depression. [see item 50]
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[Hans Barschel] Leslie and Seitlin [Editors]
 47 PM  $100

New York: The Composing Room/P.M. Publishing Co. 
[Volume 4, No. 6: April–May 1938]

Slim 12mo. Perfect bound and sewn printed wrappers. 112 pp. 
Illustrated articles and advertisements. Cover design by Hans 
Barschel printed on a special cloth paper. Wrappers lightly 
worn and scuffed. A very good or better copy. 

ORIGINAL EDITION. Features a cover and 8-page 4-color lithographic 
insert designed by Hans Barschel and a magnificent Fifty American Prints 
1933–1938 insert, featuring 50 full-page black and white reproduc-
tions of the 50 Prints of the Year Show sponsored by the AIGA (includ-
ing price list). 

Nice sampling of the WPA/Federal Arts project (who co-sponsored the 
event) with work by Thomas Hart Benton, George Biddle, Paul Cadmus, 
Howard Cook, Fritz Eichenberg, Philip Evergood, Emil Ganso, William 
Gropper, Rockwell Kent, Yasuo Kuniyoshi, Doris Lee, Reginald Marsh, 
Raphael Soyer, Grant Wood, and many other artists.

[Piening, Beall, and Sandusky] Leslie and Seitlin [Editors]
 48 PM  $300

New York: The Composing Room/P.M. Publishing Co.  
[Volume 4, No. 7: June–July 1938]

Slim 12mo. Perfect bound and sewn letterpressed wrappers. 
76 pp. Illustrated articles and advertisements. Two-color Cover by 
Bauhaus student M. Peter Piening. Wrappers lightly spotted to 
edges, otherwise a fine copy. 

ORIGINAL EDITION. Features The Bauhaus Tradition and the New Typogra-
phy by L. Sandusky—the first published account in English of the Bauhaus 
Typographic philosophy—with page design by Lester Beall for the 34-page, 
2-color insert has become a standard bibliographic references for the 
cross-pollination of European and American Avant-Garde typography. 

The Bauhaus Tradition and the New Typography features work by 
Wassily Kandinsky, Alexander Archipenko, Walter Gropius, Kasimir 
Malevich, El Lissitzky, László Moholy-Nagy, Karel Teige, Piet Mondrian, 
Jan Tschichold, Paul Renner, Herbert Bayer, M. Peter Piening, Pierre 
Matisse, Tom Benrimo and others. While it seems common today to attach 
these names together under the common avant-garde umbrella, it was quite 
an intellectual stretch to merge the plastic arts of architecture, painting, 
typography, printing and sculpture into a coherent argument in 1938. 
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[Leo Rackow] Leslie and Seitlin [Editors]
 49 PM  $100

New York: The Composing Room/P.M. Publishing Co. 
[Volume 4, No. 10, December–January 1938–1939]

Slim 12mo. 9-color split fountain silkscreen wraparound wrappers 
by Leo Rackow. 64 pp. Illustrated articles and advertisements. 
Wrappers lightly dusty and lower corner mildly bumped. A 
very good or better copy.

ORIGINAL EDITION. Features Silkscreen and Its Application in Modern 
Display; and a profile of Hungarian artist Susanne Suba.

[Joseph Binder] Leslie and Seitlin [Editors]
 50 PM  $100

New York: The Composing Room/P.M. Publishing Co. 
[Volume 6, No. 4, April–May 1940 ]

Slim 12mo. Photographically printed wrappers. 56 pp. Illustrated 
articles and advertisements. Multiple paper stocks. Original 4-color 
photo offset cover by Joseph Binder. Blank rear panel lightly rubbed, 
otherwise a nearly fine copy. 

ORIGINAL EDITION. Features Cover and 16-page insert—the first Amer-
ican article—on Austrian poster artist Joseph Binder, a 16-page insert 
titled Art and the Machine, featuring streamline product and packaging 
designs of Society of Designers for Industry members Clarence P. Hornung, 
Egmont Arens, George Blow, Clarence Cole, Thomas D’Addario, Frank 
Gianninoto, Francis Goldsborough, Bond Morgan, William O’Neil, 
Frederic H. Rahr, Martin Ullman and Georges Wilmet. 

[E. McKnight Kauffer] Leslie and Seitlin [Editors] 
 51 A-D $100

New York: The Composing Room/P.M. Publishing Co. 
[Volume 8, No. 2, December–January 1941–1942] 

Slim 12mo. Thick printed perfect bound and sewn wrappers.  
60 [12] pp. Illustrated articles and advertisements. Multiple paper 
stocks. Wraparound cover design by featured artist and author 
E. McKnight Kauffer. Trace of wear overall. A nearly fine copy. 

ORIGINAL EDITION. Features a Cover and 14-page insert by modern poster 
master E. McKnight Kauffer. Also a 16-page photography portfolio by 
youngsters Arnold Newman and Ben Rose.
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Publicité

Charles Peignot [Directeur]
 52 PUBLICITÉ 1934  $450

Paris: Arts et Métiers Graphiques, 1934.

Text in French. Quarto. Double wire parallel binding. Thick printed 
wrappers. Orange acetate cover sheet. 74 [viii] pp. Multiple pa-
per stocks. Numerous finely printed samples utilizing a variety of 
printing and finishing techniques bound in. Elaborate graphic 
design throughout. Three-color cover design by Jean Carlu. Cover 
and page edges lightly worn. Acetate cover sheet cracked at crown 
with no loss. Remarkably well-preserved: a nearly fine copy. 

ORIGINAL EDITION. Special issue of Arts et Métiers Graphiques [num-
ber 42, August 1934] devoted to Publicity Design and Reproduction, 
with special emphasis on promoting the latest work and typefaces from 
the Deberny et Peignot type foundry. Features a variety of original printed 
materials [techniques including offset lithography, heliogravure, photo-
gravure, letterpress, etc.] and black and white reproductions of posters, 
wine lists, menus, brochures, dust jackets, magazine covers, product 
labels, and advertisements. A breathtaking French Art Deco publication 
in both form and content. 

Color, specialty samples and tipped-in work includes: a full color UNIC 
poster by A. M. Cassandre; a 2-color plate by Fernand Leger; Deberny et 
Peignot typo-foto cover by Marcel Jacno; Mourlot Lithograph of L’Atlantique 
Revue Cover; a 2-color poster for OTUA; a UNIC 2-color ad by Marcel 
Chassard; bound-in Letterhead for Compagnie Artistique de Publicité; 
2 Deberny et Peignot typographic samples; heliogravures by Dora Maar, 
Kollar, Pierre Boucher, Emmanuel Sougez, Laure Albin Guillot; a Frigidaire 
publicity sample; 2 tipped-in color brochures for the French State Railway; 
and 2 tipped-in color brochures for Scotland and England vacations. 

Charles Peignot, head of the French typefoundry, Deberny et Peignot, 
conceived the annual spiral-bound Publicité and Photographie special 
editions of Arts et Métiers Graphiques to promote and highlight the 
rapid advances in French printing technologies and aesthetic sensibilities.

The attention to detail on all production fronts—design, typography, writ-
ing, photography, and printing--was intended to serve the interests of the 
French intelligentsia who were the connoisseurs of deluxe publications.

The concept of the deluxe publication was critical to AMG’s editorial vision 
because each publication of its caliber it was necessary to collaborate a cross 
the lines of the graphic arts. In these books, typography served subject mat-
ter, illustration was inspired by theme, and the printing and binding processes 
contributed to the preciousness of a singular work whose production required 
a writer, designer, illustrator, typographer, printer, and binder.
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Charles Peignot [Directeur]
 53 PUBLICITÉ 1936 $350

Paris: Arts et Métiers Graphiques, 1936. 

Text in French. Thick printed wrappers with die-cut with inlaid 
foil and cellophane. Wire staples. 109 pp. Multiple paper stocks. 
Text and advertisements. 30 tipped-in samples. Elaborate graphic 
design throughout. Blue cellophane cover inlay complete and 
vibrant. Edgeworn wrappers chipped at spine heel and crown. 
Die-cut cover hole worn with short, closed tears. Textblock square 
and secure with typical sun fading to edges. Cover design by Jean 
Carlu. A very good copy of a volume whose elaborate produc-
tion invited abuse. 

ORIGINAL EDITION. Includes 30 tipped-in samples of a wide variety of 
original printed materials. Poster reproductions by Roland Hugon, An-
dre Giroux, Maximilien Vox, Jean Picart Le Doux, R. De Valerio, Roland 
Ansieau, A. M. Cassandre, Jean Carlu, Marthe Norgeu, Raymond 
Gid, Georgette Rondel, Lucien Boucher, J. P. Junot, Jacques Nathan, 
Regis Manset, Paul Colin, Roger Parry, Vertes, and many others.

Contents include:
■ Jean Selz: Littérature Publicitaire
■ Marcel Jacno: Photographie et Publicité
■ Maximilien Vox: Le Dessin Publicitaire
■ Interview de Charles Peignot par Maximilien Vox
■ Interview de Le Marechal par Maximilien Vox
■ Publicité Humoristique et Ingénieuse, Empaquetages
■ A 12-step lithographic design by Jean Carlu showing 
 the successive color steps for creating a lithograph

Charles Peignot [Directeur]
 54 PUBLICITÉ 1937 $300

Paris: Arts et Métiers Graphiques, 1937. 

Text in French. Thick printed wrappers. Wire staples. 124 pp. 
Multiple paper stocks. Text and advertisements. 30 tipped-in sam-
ples. Elaborate graphic design throughout. Wrappers chipped at 
spine crown and heel, corners and spine junctions weakening and 
splitting. Textblock tight, square and complete. A very good copy. 

ORIGINAL EDITION. Includes 30 tipped-in samples of a wide variety of 
original printed materials including wine lists, menus, brochures, dust 
jackets, magazine covers, product labels, and advertisements. Includes 
work by A. M. Cassandre, Raoul Dufy, Paolo Garretto, Jean Carlu, Paul 
Colin, Jean Lurçat, Jacques Nathan, Maximilien Vox, and many others. 
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[PUSH PIN STUDIOS] 
Seymour Chwast, Milton Glaser, and Isadore Seltzer

 55 THE PUSH PIN GRAPHIC NO. 45 $250
New York: The Push Pin Studios, 1964.

Square Quarto. Die-cut and tabbed saddle-stitched glossy wrap-
pers. Blue flexi disc recording by Tiny Tim insert. 28 pp. Illustrated 
in two-colors throughout by Milton Glaser. Flexi-disc has never 
been played: a fine, fresh copy.

ORIGINAL EDITION. Special issue of The Push Pin Graphic titled Follies, fea-
turing a five song blue flexi disc recording by Tiny Tim and a 24-page Milton 
Glaser-illustrated essay by Marjorie Farnsworth on the Zeigfeld Follies. 

Glaser heard rumors of an odd performer—a falsetto-singing giant with 
a ukulele—playing his avant garde music in various seedy folk clubs 
around town. Glaser tracked down Tiny Tim and paid for a half-hour re-
cording session that yielded the five songs on the flexi disc produced by 
Eva-Tone in Deerfield, Illinois. A true piece of Weird Americana.

From Push Pin’s web site: “Seymour Chwast, Milton Glaser and Edward 
Sorel founded Push Pin Studios in 1954. The studio rapidly gained an 
international reputation for innovative design and illustration. Push Pin’s 
visual language [which referenced culture and literature] arose from its 
passion for historical design movements and helped revolutionize the 
way people look at design.”

Paul Rand
 56 A-D PRESENTS PAUL RAND  $1,000

New York: The Composing Room/A-D Gallery, 1947.

String-tied portfolio folder printed in black [recto] and orange 
[verso]. 8-page stapled letterpressed booklet. 24 black and white 
offset plates. Entrance ticket. A fine copy. Rare. 

ORIGINAL EDITION. Elaborate Portfolio containing an 8-page booklet 
and 24 individual plates of Rand’s self-curated best work up through the 
Spring of 1947. Finely-produced keepsake and an exceptionally rare 
piece of ephemera with a blue-chip pedigree. 

In 1936, Dr. Robert Leslie, assisted by Hortense Mendel, began showing the 
work of émigré and young artists in an empty room in The Composing 
Room offices. Called the PM (and later A-D) Gallery, it was the first place 
in New York City dedicated to exhibiting the graphic and typographic arts.
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Paul Rand
 57 A SIGNATURE FOR MORNINGSTAR $500

Weston, CT: Paul Rand, April 15, 1991.

Quarto. Stapled self wrappers. 16 pp. One fold-out. Elaborate 
graphic design printed in spot colors throughout. Wrappers 
lightly fingered, otherwise a fine copy

ORIGINAL EDITION. Written and designed by Rand for Morningstar Invest-
ment Advisers. This presentation booklet was condensed, modified and 
partially included in DESIGN FORM AND CHAOS [New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1993], pages 165–178. 

“These custom made booklets may go to anything from 25 to 100 top- 
ranking executives.” Stanly Mason: How Paul Rand Presents Trade-Mark 
Designs To Clients [Graphis 153, p. 54] 

Consider this title a viable substitute to a Graduate Level seminar in Corpo-
rate Identification Standards and Execution, as taught by the undisputed 
master of the form. 

Paul Rand
 58 A LOGO FOR E. F. [ENGLISH FIRST] $500

Weston, CT: Paul Rand, January 1994.

Quarto. Perfect-bound printed wrappers. 18 pp. Elaborate 
graphic design printed in spot colors throughout. Perfect bound 
Japanese-style signatures. A fine copy. 

ORIGINAL EDITION. “In this presentation booklet Rand explained the 
wrong typographic decisions before revealing his hypnotic design, and 
its many applications for the final logo.” —Steven Heller 

In The Trademark as an Illustrative Device Rand wrote that “the trade-
mark becomes doubly meaningful when it is used both as an identifying 
device and an illustration, each working hand in hand to enhance and 
dramatize the effect of the whole.” 

A chronology of Paul Rand’s (1914–1996) design experience parallels 
the development of the modern design movement. Rand’s first career in 
media promotion and cover design ran from 1937 to 1941, his second 
career in advertising design ran from 1941 to 1954, and his third career 
in corporate identification began in 1954. Paralleling these three careers 
there has been a consuming interest in design education and Paul Rand’s 
fourth career as an educator started at Cooper Union in 1942. He taught 
at Pratt Institute in 1946 and in 1956 he accepted a post at Yale Uni-
versity’s graduate school of design where he held the title of Professor 
of Graphic Design.
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[TYPOGRAPHY] Paul Renner
 59 FUTURA BOOK $100 

New York/Frankfurt am Main: The Bauer Type Foundry, Inc., n.d. 

Slim octavo. String bound printed and embossed wrappers. 
10 pp. Typesetting examples printed in two colors throughout. 
Wrappers lightly tanned. A fine, fresh example. 

ORIGINAL EDITION. The slogan Futura: die Schrift unserer Zeit [the type-
face of our time] captured the excitement generated by the release of 
Paul Renner’s Futura by the Bauer Type Foundry in 1927. Since then, 
Futura has been one of the few products that has lived up to its own 
marketing hyperbole. 

Futura is the font most readily associated with Jan Tschichold’s idea that  
the New Typography must be characteristic of the modern age, with its’ 
pure geometry perfectly reflecting the industrial culture of postwar Europe. 
When Tschichold lauded the engineer whose work is marked by “economy, 
precision and the use of pure constructional forms that correspond to the 
functions of the object,” he could have been describing Renner’s typeface. 

Herbert Spencer
 60 PIONEERS OF MODERN TYPOGRAPHY $350 

New York: Hastings House, 1970. 

Tall octavo. Yellow cloth stamped in red. Printed dust jacket. 
Multi-colored endpapers. 160 pp. 161 color and black and white 
reproductions printed on a variety of paper stocks. Laminated 
dust jacket faintly worn at spine heel and crown. A fine copy in a 
nearly fine dust jacket. Uncommon thus. 

FIRST AMERICAN EDITION. In their Ex Libris catalogs Arthur and Elaine 
Lustig Cohen simply referred to this book as “The Bible.”

Illustrated chapters with biographical information on El Lissitzky, Theo 
van Doesburg, Kurt Schwitters, H. N. Werkman, Piet Zwart, Paul 
Schuitema, Alexander Rodchenko, László Moholy-Nagy, Herbert Bayer, 
and Jan Tschichold.

No disrespect to the MIT reissues of this book, but unless you’ve seen 
the Lund Humphries/Hastings House first edition—you haven’t truly ex-
perienced this wonderful book. Spencer chose a wide variety of paper 
stocks for individual signatures, giving each spotlighted designer a unique 
look. The engravings and spot color work are super sharp, as is the 
book design and binding.
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[Alex Steinweiss] Leslie and Seitlin [Editors] 
 61 A-D $250

New York: The Composing Room/P.M. Publishing Co. 
[June–July 1941, Volume 7, No. 5]

Spiral-bound paper-covered boards printed in 4-color letterpress. 
Screen-printed acetate frontis. Cover faintly creased. Interior 
contents unmarked and very clean. Letterpress cover designed 
by Alex Steinweiss. One of the hardest issues of PM/AD to find 
in collectible condition. A nearly fine copy.

ORIGINAL EDITION. Features a cover and 16 page color profile of Alex 
Steinweiss, Art Director for Columbia Records; 11 pages devoted to 
Herbert Bayer’s Design Class, with student photomontages by William 
Taber, E. G. Lukacs, Eleanor Mayer, Ernest Cabat, Jere Donovan, Fritz 
Brosius, Sol Benenson, David Weisman, Robert Pliskin, R. H. Blend, 
Eugene Zion, Edmund Marein; and 16 pages devoted to Designs in 
Glass by Contemporary Artists from the Steuben Collection.

Alex Steinweiss
 62 VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS TECHNIQUES $150

New York: The Composing Room/A-D Gallery, 1947. 

Slim 12mo. Stapled, letterpressed self-wrappers. 16 pp. Illustra-
tions. Lower spine corner lightly bumped. Catalog design and 
typography by Alex Steinweiss. A very good or better copy of 
an uncommon booklet.

ORIGINAL EDITION. Laid in is a two-color printed invitation to the recep-
tion and show preview on Thursday evening, October 9th. Foreword 
by Dr. Robert Leslie and Introduction by Will Burtin.

In 1939, at the age of 23, Alex Steinweiss (1917–2011) revolutionized 
the way records were packaged and marketed. As the first art director for 
the recently formed Columbia Records, Steinweiss saw a creative oppor-
tunity in the company’s packaging for its 78 rpm shellac records. The plain 
cardboard covers traditionally displayed only the title of the work and the 
artist. “They were so drab, so unattractive,” says Steinweiss, “I convinced 
the executives to let me design a few.” For what he saw as 12-inch by 
12-inch canvasses inspired by French and German poster styles, he envi-
sioned original works of art to project the beauty of the music inside. In 
1947, for the first LP, Steinweiss invented a paperboard jacket, which 
became the industry standard for nearly 50 years.
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Deborah Sussman 
[Eames Office/Herman Miller Furniture Company]

 63 A PICTORIAL HISTORY OF HERMAN MILLER, INC.  $700
Los Angeles, Graphics Press, 1967.

14.5 x 42 inch poster printed in three colors. A Fine poster with 
fold marks, as issued. 

ORIGINAL EDITION. Designed and produced by the Office of Ray and 
Charles Eames for the Herman Miller Furniture Company. Deborah Sussman 
and Barbara Charles worked on the design and research to form a coher-
ent timeline of the modern movement in America from 1925 to 1965, in 
the following categories: popular culture (comics, film, literature, art), in-
dustrial design and furniture design, with a natural emphasis on the de-
velopment of the Herman Miller Furniture Company. 

“The 14.5-by-42-inch wall chart was printed in three colors by Graphic 
Press in Los Angeles. It was given first to the Herman Miller International 
Group at a picnic at the Eames House on September 21, 1967, and later 
made available to Herman Miller clients and interested students. It is now 
out of print.”
 —EAMES DESIGN by John and Marilyn Neuhart and Ray Eames
 (New York: Abrams, 1989: page 323)

Excerpted from her 2004 AIGA Medal citation: “In the summer of 1948 
Deborah Sussman (1931–2014) attended a summer school at Black 
Mountain College where she received career-defining art and performance 
tuition from Merce Cunningham, John Cage, and Franz Kline. She pursued 
painting and acting at Bard College, NY, and specialized in graphic de-
sign at the Institute of Design in Chicago. Sussman was invited to join the 
office of Charles and Ray Eames, and several years later she won a Ful-
bright Scholarship to study at the Hochschule für Gestaltang, Ulm, Ger-
many. During more than a decade of work with the Eames Office, she 
worked on the seminal exhibits for IBM, the Government of India, and the 
Ford Foundation. True to the multi-disciplinary approach of the Eameses, 
Sussman also participated in designing furniture showrooms, films, and 
printed materials.

Deborah Sussman worked at the interface of graphic design and the built 
environment for more than 30 years. She has created striking visual imag-
ery and devised its imaginative application for architectural and public 
spaces both permanent and temporary, including the 1984 Olympics 
in Los Angeles, Seattle’s opera house, and Disney World. Throughout her 
career Sussman has claimed an ever more expansive role for graphic 
design in the urban landscape.

Sussman uses graphic design to emphasize aspects of the built environ-
ment and to provide rich connections to the communities and cultures in 
which it will participate.
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Ladislav Sutnar 
 64 CONTROLLED VISUAL FLOW $500 

[DESIGN AND PAPER NUMBER 13]
New York: Marquardt & Company Fine Papers, n.d. [1943].

Slim octavo. Stapled printed thick wrappers. 16 pp. Printed vellum 
slipsheet. Elaborate graphic design throughout. Designed by the 
author. A fine, uncirculated copy. 

ORIGINAL EDITION. Number 13 in the Design and Paper promotional 
series, and the first of Sutnar’s titles to educate both designers and clients 
in the effect of design and typography on the perception of information. 

Ladislav Sutnar
 65 DESIGN EXHIBITION $500 

New York: The Composing Room/A-D Gallery, 1947.

Slim 12mo. Stapled printed French folded wrappers. 16 pp. 
Elaborate graphic design throughout by Sutnar. Wrappers uni-
formly sunned and lightly worn. Bottom edge nicked throughout. 
A very good or better copy. 

ORIGINAL EDITION. Examples of Sutnar’s design work from 1929 to 
1946 and exhibited from January 10 to February 28, 1947. 

Ladislav Sutnar and K. Lönberg-Holm
 66 CATALOG DESIGN PROGRESS: $1,000 

ADVANCING STANDARDS IN VISUAL COMMUNICATION 
New York: Sweet’s Catalog Service, [F. W. Dodge Corporation] 1950. 

Oblong quarto. Five-color screen-printed glazed paper boards. Die-
cut screen-printed dust jacket. Screen-printed plastic coil-binding. 
Unpaginated [106 pp.] Blue acetate frontis. Four title pages printed 
in color on heavier stock. Elaborate graphic design throughout. 
Jacket spine heel chipped and very faint fingerprint shadows. 
Board edges and tips slightly rubbed. Exceptionally well-preserved: 
a nearly fine copy in a nearly fine dust jacket. 

FIRST EDITION [ less than 1,000 copies printed, according to Arthur A. 
Cohen]. Lönberg-Holm, the research director for Sweet’s, and Sutnar col-
laborated here in a visual history of the development of catalog design 
(which is to say, the communication of information) from the early part 
of the century to the present. Over the course of nearly a half-century, the 
multiplication of products and the increasing complexity of their functions 
in building construction have necessitated a revolution in the graphic expli-
cation of information and services.
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Bradbury Thompson
 67 WESTVACO INSPIRATIONS FOR PRINTERS 141 $100 

[A PORTFOLIO OF SEVEN MODEL LAYOUTS]
West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company, 1943.

Slim quarto. Printed stapled wrappers. 20 pp. Elaborate graphic 
design throughout. Wrappers lightly worn and spotted. Cover 
painting by Doris Lee. A very good copy.

ORIGINAL EDITION. A Portfolio of Seven Model Layouts features Bradbury 
Thompson’s graphic design as well as Maintain Home Front Machinery 
by George Giusti; Refrain from Idle Gossip by Tobias Moss; Disregard 
Enemy Propaganda by M. F. Agha; Aid the Merchant Marine by E. Mc-
Knight Kauffer; Send V-mail to the Armed Forces by Nelson Gruppo; Do-
nate Blood to the Red Cross by Alexey Brodovitch; Plant Victory Gardens 
by Bradbury Thompson

Bradbury Thompson (1911–1995) was born in Topeka, Kansas and 
graduated from Washburn College in 1934. When it came to blending 
photography, typography, and color, nobody did it better than Thompson. 
In his own quiet way, he expanded the boundaries of the printed page and 
influenced the design of a generation of Art Directors.

Thompson is one of the few Art Directors who have received all three 
major design awards: National Society of Art Directors Art Director of the 
Year in 1950; AIGA Gold Medal in 1975; and the Art Directors Hall 
of Fame award in 1977.

Any analysis of Thompson’s style and any attempt to assess the value 
and extent of his influence leads irrevocably to one word: form. Whether 
by examining his precise cropping and careful placing of images on 
the printed page or studying his attention to typographic detail, his sense 
of order and structure cannot be missed. Recalling his early draftsman 
experience Thompson said, “It was a critical part of my training as a 
designer. It taught me discipline and, working with huge sheets of tracing 
cloth, I learned to cope with space in an orderly way.”

Bradbury Thompson 
 68 WESTVACO INSPIRATION FOR PRINTERS 148 $100 
  [PRIMER OF PROGRESSIVE TYPOGRAPHIC DESIGN]

West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company, 1944. 

Slim quarto. Stapled printed wrappers. 20 pp. Color illustrations. 
Cover painting by Georges Schrieber. Well-thumbed and worn 
along lower edge. Housed in the original Westvaco kraft mailing 
envelope. A very good copy. 

ORIGINAL EDITION. Housed in the original Westvaco kraft mailing envelope 
printed in two colors with Bradbury Thompson’s prominent typography.
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Bradbury Thompson 
 69 WESTVACO INSPIRATIONS FOR PRINTERS 216 $100 

[THE WAR BETWEEN THE STATES] 
West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company, 1961.

Slim quarto. Printed stapled wrappers. 20 pp. Elaborate graphic 
design throughout. Wrappers lightly worn and spotted. A very 
good copy.

ORIGINAL EDITION. This example has been reprinted in many design  
anthologies/histories and stands as a true high point of American Graphic 
Design. Westvaco Inspirations was a promotional series designed to show 
typography, photography, artwork and other graphic inventiveness on 
Westvaco papers. Its primary audience consisted of 35,000 designers, 
printers, teachers and students. 

From its founding in 1925 to its discontinuation in 1962, Inspirations was 
a leading corporate contributor to graphic design. It remains unsur-
passed as an example of promotional graphics, as a unique living record 
and anthology of advertising and commercial art. 

The Westvaco advertising director reserved the right, in the early years of 
Thompson’s work, to decide upon a painting for the cover of each issue. 
This divergence explains the frequent disconnect between the traditional 
covers and the modernist designs found inside. Aside from that, Thompson 
had no constraints except financial ones. The budget limited him mainly 
to borrowed plates and separations of graphic work from publications, 
and the elements of the typecase and print shop. Like Alvin Lustig after him, 
he found plenty of scope here.

“On April 12, 1861, Confederate artillery opened fire on Fort Sumter, a 
Federal fort in Charleston Harbor, Charleston, SC. The garrison surren-
dered 34 hours later, marking the first Union defeat in what would be-
come a bloody four year Civil War. Back in 1961 Bradbury Thompson 
(1911–1995), designer of the storied paper promotion Westvaco Inspi-
rations (among many other things), created an issue devoted to “The War 
Between the States” on the 100th anniversary of the conflict.

As Thompson enjoyed doing, he made vintage illustrations and type 
modern. His page layout, which includes excerpts from Lincoln’s Gettys-
burg Address and a brief narrative account of the war itself, was akin to 
a contiguous, page-turning collage (an exquisite corpse of graphic icono-
graphy), illustrating key moments and technologies that helped tear the 
nation asunder.

Thompson was a classicist with modernist tendencies, a craftsman and 
designer whose perfection was legendary. Westvaco Inspirations was his 
graphic design and typographic laboratory, and forum for interpreting 
history as it related to the present.  — Steven Heller
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[TRADE-MARKS] Clarence P[earson] Hornung
 70 TRADE-MARKS DESIGNED $700

BY CLARENCE P. HORNUNG 
New York: The Caxton Press, December 1930. 

Small quarto. Line-ruled and embossed orange cloth. Decorative 
gilt to spine. Medallion tipped onto cover. Yellow endsheets. 
[ix] 63 pp. Watermarked Navarre wove antique sheets, single- 
color line engravings and hand-set Eve Heavy and Civilité type-
faces. 53 trademarks. Colophon SIGNED and NUMBERED [205] 
by the author. Spine sunned and cloth lightly spotted. Tail cloth 
well worn. A very good copy.

FIRST EDITION [limited to 750 copies/650 signed and numbered]. Finely 
produced keepsake presenting 53 trademarks designed prior to December 
1930. The American Institute of Graphic Arts selected this title as one of 
their 50 Book of the Year in 1932.

Hornung’s mark selection favored Advertising Agency Services, Typogra-
phers and Publishers: American Type Founders, Mergenthaler Linotype 
Company, Charles Scribners’ Sons, Doubleday & Doran Company rep-
resented four of the 53 marks.

Clarence Pearson Hornung (1899–1997) studied at City College and 
Columbia University and proved himself a prolific designer and author, 
but little else is known about his background. If he had studied at the 
Bauhaus, worked in the Behrens atelier or embraced the European mod-
ernism that came into vogue in the early 1930s this book would be a 
legendary title and command top dollar at auction.

Instead this elaborate and heartfelt tribute to Hornung’s design skills has 
passed into memory in the 80 years since its publication, with no other 
known copies currently available.

[TRADEMARKS] Samuel Welo 
 71 TRADEMARK AND MONOGRAM SUGGESTIONS  $150

New York: Pitman Publishing Corporation, 1937. 

Octavo. Black fabricoid boards decorated in silver. Printed dust 
jacket. 142 pp. 828 black and white illustrations. Ink stain to upper 
corner of front endpapers, and former owner bookplate to front 
endpaper. Dust jacket crown chipped. An exceptionally well- 
preserved copy: a nearly fine copy in a nearly fine dust jacket. 

FIRST EDITION. Classic Moderne design and typography throughout, 
with hand-lettering by the author throughout. Exceptional and early col-
lection of vintage motifs, symbols, devices, and monograms based on 
familiar, streamlined forms: abstract eagles and other birds, figures and 
faces, striking monograms, and more.
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Gene and Helen Federico’s Copy

Jan Tschichold
 72 TYPOGRAPHISCHE GESTALTUNG $650 

Basel: Benno Schwabe, 1935.

Small quarto. Text in German. Blue cloth with printed paper 
spine label. Uncoated dust jacket. 112 pp. 8 pages of advertise-
ments. 38 typographic examples printed in multiple colors on a 
variety of paper stocks. Helen and Gene Federico’s ink signature 
on front free endpaper. Jacket spine sun-darkened and lightly 
mottled. Layout and typography by the author. A near fine copy 
in a very good or better dust jacket. 

FIRST EDITION. Tschichold was the most eloquent spokesman of the 
Neue Werbergestalter (Circle of New Advertising Designers) established 
by Kurt Schwitters in 1928 and helped to disseminate Constructivist prin-
ciples with his books. He favored asymmetrical layouts and an orderly 
presentation instead of the centered arrangements of classical book print-
ing or the fluid individualism of Art Nouveau.

Jan Tschichold, Ruari McLean [Translator]
 73 ASYMMETRIC TYPOGRAPHY  $150

New York: Reinhold Publishing Corporation/Cooper & Beatty, Ltd., 
Toronto, 1967. 

Octavo. Black cloth stamped in silver and red. Printed dust jacket. 
Purple endpapers. 96 pp. 42 illustrations. 1 fold-out. White jacket 
clean and bright, with a couple of tiny, closed tears and a small 
ink smudge to spine. A fine copy in a nearly fine dust jacket. One 
of the cleanest copies we have handled. 

FIRST ENGLISH EDITION. Ruari McLean’s translation of Tschichold’s TYPO-
GRAPHISCHE GESTALTUNG from 1935. A beautifully-produced book 
with many typographic examples from Jan Tschichold, El Lissitzky, Karel 
Teige, Wladislaw Strzeminski, László Moholy-Nagy, and Josef Albers. 

This information is for typophiles only: Voted one of the AIGA FIFTY 
BOOKS OF THE YEAR for 1967: Published by Reinhold Publishing Cor-
poration, New York in cooperation with Cooper and Beatty, Limited,To-
ronto. 96 pages; 5 3/4 x 9 3/16; edition of 7,500; $7.50. Designed 
by Jan Tschichold; Composed in Monotype Bembo; 11/13 with display 
in Monotype Bembo by Cooper and Beatty, Limited. Letterpress by T. H. Best 
Printing Company, Limited on Rolland Book Super-Calendered and Imperial 
Enamel supplied by Whyte-Hooke papers. Bound by T. H. Best Printing 
Company, Limited in Canadian Industries Ltd. PX 77 Diamond black 
supplied by Buntin Reid Paper Company. Endlinings in Strathmore Chroma 
mauve supplied by Buntin Reid Paper Company. 
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Muriel Cooper [Designer] 
Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown and Steven Izenour

 74 LEARNING FROM LAS VEGAS $2,000
Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1972. 

Folio. Charcoal cloth stamped in gold. Tipped-in 4-Color half-
tone photograph. Glassine dust jacket printed in black and red. 
xviii, 189 pp. Illustrated with photographs, drawings, plans and 
ephemera. Errata sheet and MIT Press Review material laid in. 
Elaborate graphic design throughout. Head of first few leaves 
indented from paper clip and textblock head slightly dusty. Tight 
secure textblock feels unread. The rare glassine jacket typically 
browned to edges and spine, with chipping to spine heel and 
crown and both front and back edges. A nearly fine copy in a 
good or better example of the rare publishers glassine dust jacket.

FIRST EDITION. Unmarked, but from the personal library of Interiors 
Editor Olga Gueft, with shipment receipts from the MIT Press addressed 
to the Interiors Book Review Editor laid in. 

Designed by Muriel Cooper, at the time design director of the MIT 
Press—a magnificent specimen of book design. According to Ellen Lupton: 
“The first edition of this world-changing manifesto was designed by Muriel 
Cooper. Alas, the original design finds little expression in the current edi-
tions, but the text remains a profound celebration of surface. This is the New 
Testament of design theory.” 

From the vsba website: “Learning from Las Vegas created a healthy contro-
versy on its appearance in 1972, calling for architects to be more recep-
tive to the tastes and values of “common” people and the commercial 
vernacular and less immodest in their erections of “heroic,” self-aggrandiz-
ing monuments.” 

From Muriel Cooper’s AIGA biography: After several years gestating a text, 
authors tend to have their own view of what their book should look like, 
which can lead to some interesting battles of wits. “I had that experience 
in spades with Denise Scott Brown and Robert Venturi,” Cooper recalled, 
speaking of the original edition of LEARNING FROM LAS VEGAS, pub-
lished by MIT Press in 1972. Cooper even proposed a bubble-wrap cover, 
in homage to Las Vegas’s glitz—a suggestion the authors firmly rejected. 
“What they wanted most was a Duck, not a Decorated Shed. I gave them 
a Duck,” Cooper went on, referring to the dichotomy between two types of 
symbolic architecture posited in the book, the former being a literal repre-
sentation of its function. “I thought: ‘Boy, this is wonderful material. I’m 
not gonna let them screw it.’ Hah! You should have seen it! Well, they 
hated it! I loved it.” —Janet Abrams
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A Complete Set in Ten Volumes

Piet Zwart [Designer] C. J. Graadt Van Roggen et al. [Authors]
 75 SERIE MONOGRAFIEEN OVER FILMKUNST  $2,000

Rotterdam: W. L. en J. Brusse’s Uitgeversmaatschappij N. V., 
1931 – 1933 [10 Volumes, all published]. 

Quartos. Text in Dutch. A complete set of the Dutch Film Art 
Journal uniformly bound in red cloth [6.81 x 8.56] with the Piet 
Zwart-designed wrappers retained and tipped onto each cover. 
Each of the fragile Zwart dust wrappers have been carefully 
trimmed about one-eighth of an inch on each side. Zwart experi-
mented with a fragile heat-activated tissue laminant to give a 
glossed varnish to the type and photos in his compositions. This 
laminant has stiffened over the years and has rendered this 
series virtually impossible to find in collectible condition. Trivial 
rubbing to a few covers, with Volume 7 lightly chipped and worn. 
Previous owners’ notations to title pages of two volumes, other-
wise interiors unmarked. A full set of these Journals in uniformly 
fine condition; rare thus. 

Each edition features cover design, title page typography and interior 
layouts by Piet Zwart — these covers of have been reprinted countless 
times in twentieth century graphic design anthologies and stands as true 
high points of Avant-garde graphic design. 

a.  C. J. Graadt Van Roggen: HET LINNEN VENSTER [Volume 1], 1931.

  First edition. Quarto. Text in Dutch. 72 pp. 90 black and white illus-
trations of early film actors and directors, including Carl Dreyer and 
Sergei Eisenstein. 

b.  L. J. Jordaan: DERTIG JAAR FILM [Volume 2], 1932.

  Original edition. Quarto. Text in Dutch. 80 pp. 84 black and white il-
lustrations of early film actors and directors, including Lillian Gish and 
imagery credited to Germaine Krull. 

c.  Henrik Scholte: NEDERLANDSCHE FILMKUNST [Volume 3], 1933.

  Original edition. Quarto. Text in Dutch. 64 pp. 98 black and 
white illustrations of early Dutch film actors and directors. 

d.  Th. B. F. Hoyer: RUSSISCHE FILMKUNST [Volume 4], 1932.

  Original edition. Quarto. Text in Dutch. 84 pp. 90 black and 
white illustrations of early Russian film actors and directors, includ-
ing Sergei Eisenstein. 

e.  Simon Koster: DUITSCHE FILMKUNST [Volume 5], 1931.

  First edition. Quarto. Text in Dutch. 74 pp. 110 black and white illus-
trations of early German film actors and directors, including Fritz 
Lang, F. W. Murnau and Hans Richter. 
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f.  Dr. Elisabeth de Roos: FRANSCHE FILMKUNST [Volume 6], 1931.

  First edition. Quarto. Text in Dutch. 59 pp. 32 black and white illus-
trations of early French film actors and directors. 

g.  J. F. Otten: AMERIKAANSCHE FILMKUNST [Volume 7], 1931.

  First edition. Quarto. Text in Dutch. 70 pp. 32 black and white illus-
trations of early American film actors and directors, including one shot 
of Josef von Sternberg engaging in his notorious foot fetishism. 

h.  Dr. Menno Ter Braak: DE ABSOLUTE FILM [Volume 8], 1931.

  First edition. Quarto. Text in Dutch. 50 pp. 100 black and white il-
lustrations of early film actors and directors, including work by 
Carl Dreyer, Man Ray, László Moholy-Nagy, Fernand Leger, Fritz 
Lang, Hans Richter and others. 

i.  Constant van Wessem: DE KOMISCHE FILM [Volume 9], 1931.

  First edition. Quarto. Text in Dutch. 56 pp. 40 black and white illus-
trations of early comedic actors and directors, including Laurel and 
Hardy, Chaplin and Mickey Mouse. 

j.  Lou Lichtveld: DE GELUIDSFILM [Volume 10], 1933.

  Original edition. Quarto. Text in Dutch. 79 pp. 53 black and white  
illustrations of the early technology of sound in motion pictures. 

Zwart’s use of photomontage and typography for this 1930s series of 
10 books on modern cinema show the Dutch Typotekt at the height of his 
powers. With nearly a decade of typographic experimentation under his 
belt, Zwart flexed his considerable muscles on the covers of the series, 
being a stunning vitality to each volume. A highly recommended artifact 
from the heroic age of graphic design. 
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